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Abstract-

In today’s world, billions of transactions are done via credit card. From last
decade, there has been an ease in online payment, and due to its promptness, it has opened a new
way for different opportunities. These opportunities are not only in the form of businesses,
lowering distance differences and for fast transaction, but also it led to a new increasing problem
called fraudulent transaction.

While these factors increased efficiency and led the e-commerce to its new height per year, but
also it opened a gateway for fraudsters to highly misuse the transparency of online transactions
as well as credit card transactions. In this project, we aim to improve the method, and the state of
transactions. Other than scalability and efficiency, fraud detection system also has other technical
errors like, training data, collection of data; both of them led to great causes of error in the
system.
Via this paper, we aim to improve the method, and the state of transactions. Other than
scalability and efficiency, fraud detection system also have other technical errors like, training
data, collection of data; both of them led to great causes of error in the system. In this paper, we
aim to discuss the algorithms which are more efficient in the fraud detection system. The
proposed model works upon different algorithms and regression techniques; those are Local
Outlier Factor, Isolation Forest Algorithm, Naïve Bayes Classifier, and Logistic Regression. This
system has helped lot of banks and financial firms to pre-empt the fraud transactions, and predict
the fraud that may occur, via analysis.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In this century, credit cards are used to perform almost every transaction that we process,
and these transactions may be of lesser or huge amounts. And due to its vast use, credit card
fraud is becoming more uncontrolled. According to some banks in 2019, the total fraud level
increased from $130 million USD to $843 million USD in single area of payment from previous
years. Moreover, payments have change to new technology such as wire transfer, credit card,
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gifts and reload cards, UPI transactions etc. which therefore lead in increased level of fraud. Due
to which we have to introduce new detection system which is better than previous one.
Addition to this, the fraudsters keep changing their techniques to get through the firewall,
thus the previous fraud detection techniques go waste. Also, if old models don’t change or don’t
adapt new methodologies, the machine learning algorithms fail to work. So due to this we have
to introduce new detection system which is better than the previous one [1].
During the development of Credit Card Fraud Detection System, there are lots of factors that
highly affect the precision of system such as skewness of the data, redundancy, and short-time
replication of the system cost-sensitivity of the system and how to progress the feature.
For detecting fraud transaction using credit cards we design a system. The system we design
provides most of the needed features which required finding transaction are valid one or fraud
one. As time changes, technology also changes and make it difficult to find patterns and behavior
of fraud transaction. For averting these unknown frauds is not an easy task.
Making a system that is more secure, and to avoid fraud transaction we can use certificates for
both side of merchants and customers which enhances the system and updating and maintaining
it as per the new technological developments.

II.

RELATED WORK

Our aim is to identify the frauds in the credit card transaction, to achieve that; we need to
classify the transactions, which increase the efficiency. Thus, we review the various credit card
fraud detection publications.
Bolton and Hand (2001) divide credit card frauds as: Behavioural frauds and Application frauds.
Sometime unauthorized person gets new card obtain by falsification called application fraud.
Cards having lost or get mail theft these are part of behavioural fraud. So, increment of time gets
more problems due to advancement of technology. Both have tried to challenge this issue by
developing system using Supervised Machine Learning Algorithm [2].
Sahin and Duman (2011) study using algorithms such as (LR) logistic regression and (ANN)
Artificial Neural Network to scale transactions as per their flagship in legal or fraud transactions.
They found that ANN is better than LR based on results. However, as the data get larger the
performance gets decreased. In the studies of related, the false negative cost (such as legal
transaction as fraud) and false positive cost (such as fraudulent transaction as legal) are taken
equally. However, in the domain costs of false negative is greater than costs of false positive and
in every transaction it changes. To maintain that researcher, use adjustment cost matrix in
training [4].
So, there are still need some places where it lacks due to time efficiency, large data processing,
etc. for working with rapidly developing technology and new mode of transaction it needed to
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reorganised and reform the system [3]. For this, we introduced this study in which classification
is used for better development of system which guarantees to detect fraudulent and valid
transactions done in a given set of data, with highest accuracy and also is able to identify the
group of fraudsters who do it, by studying their characteristics, according to their gender, and
age group.
A vast survey has been done in this area [8]. In which author’s have discussed Fisher Discriminant
Analysis and Modified Fisher Discriminant Analysis. In which it was depicted that Normal Fisher
Discriminant Analysis (FDA) shows results generated with little less sensitivity input values were
not that accurate. But, Modified version of it resolved that issue, and thus yielded the most
accurate value amongst all the results generated by all the algorithms used till now.

III.

METHODOLOGY

Machine learning algorithms help us in manipulating the date on-premise. And gives us
the results with the highest accuracy. Various iterations of these algorithms help us in getting
more refined accuracy of the desired. The algorithms used in this test case are:
* Isolation Forest Algorithm
* Local Outlier
* Naïve Bayes Classifier
* Logistic Regression
3.1 Isolation Forest Algorithm
Isolation forest is classified as unsupervised learning algorithm which is used for
anomaly detection.
Isolation forest algorithm isolates the transaction having the chances of detecting anomaly in
them. These transactions which is isolated having checked with different parameters for fraud or
valid transaction [7].
3.2 Local Outlier Factor
Local Outlier Factor is proposed by Markus M. Breunig, Hans-Peter Kriegel, Raymond
T. Ng and Jörg Sander in 2000. To find anomaly points, it is used to measure the local deviation
of a data point with their neighbors.
The local outlier factor is based on local density, where k-NN (k nearest neighbors) gives
locality, whose distance used for calculating density. Comparison of local density between an
object and its neighbors, we can identify the region of similar density, and points having lower
density then their neighbors. These are called as outliers [6].
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3.3 Naïve Bayes Classifier
Naïve Bayes classifier is the part of classification algorithms, which is based on Bayes
Theorem. It is the collection of algorithms not a single one where everyone shares similar
principle, i.e. every single one have their own features [5].
Bayes’ Theorem finds the probability of an event occurring given the probability of
another event that has already occurred. Bayes’ theorem is stated mathematically as the
following equation:
Where A and B are events

3.4 Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is a type of classification algorithm, where certain type of class must
exist such as win/lose, pass/fail, alive/dead or healthy/sick. These models can be further
classified or extended to different classes of event such as to find out whether an image contain
dog, cat, elephant, etc. And every object having point between 0-1 and sum is one.

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The sample of dataset is taken from daily life transactions where there are both type of
transactions occurs such as: Valid transaction and Fraud transaction. Precisely, dataset contain
284807 transactions with different attributes, where there are 284392 are valid transaction and
415 are fraud transaction.
We have tons of data; thus, computation will be slow and hence we take 10% of total data for
ease of computation. For determining the cases of fraud transaction, we use classification and
made ‘class = 1’ for ‘fraud’ and ‘class = 0’ for ‘Valid’ transactions.
When we start to first use machine learning algorithms there are two types of algorithms, we use
one is Isolation forest and Local Outlier which is density-based algorithms which also used for
anomaly detection.
Then firstly we use Isolation Forest and Local Outlier Factor for data processing and run the
classification matrices for it to get precision scores.
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In Isolation Forest algorithm it isolated transaction which have high chances of anomaly
detection and scores them. This step iterated for every transaction to find out transactions is valid
or fraud and get scores in matrix or graphical form.

The Local Outlier Factor defines different parameters to identify criteria for fraud transactions.
This process gets iterated on every transaction, which gives each transaction their own scores
between 0 and 1.
After getting these scores we compute the results of both the algorithms:
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Fig.1: Score Graph for comparing Isolation forest and Local Outlier Factor
Naïve Bayes and Logistic Regression is a part of classification algorithm, so we use Naïve Bayes
Classifier and Logistic Regression to get the precision scores from given dataset to print the
classifier’s scores.
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By computing the classifier’s scores, we get:
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Fig.2: Score Graph for comparison of LR and Naïve Bayes Classification

The output is the occurrences of frauds that happened during the record of our data set. This
system is valuable to bank systems, or financial firms to study the abnormalities in the
transactions, and improve their system. Consultancy firms and individuals can also use this
system to design more profitable system for business.
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V. CONCLUSION
As rapidly developing technology, the mode of online payment and credit card uses
increase exponentially. Now a day’s credit card is normally used in any transaction either online or
regular purchase increased. As a result, cards issued by banks or any type of online transaction
where credit card are used needed efficient fraud detection system.
In the case of finding the fraudulent and valid transactions with the help of machine learning
algorithms, we hence conclude that, In case on density based algorithms, Isolation Forest is better
than Local Outlier Factor as its precision score is much better than the later in precision and in case
of classifier algorithms, Naïve Bayes detected more ‘True Positive’ and less ‘False Negative’. So,
Naïve Bayes Classifier gives the best results for both cases, False Negatives and True Positives.
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